T HE  C E N T E R  F O R  A F R I C A N  S T U D I E S  
&  S T A N F O R D  H U M A N I T I E S  C E N T E R  
P R E S E N T:

Producing Knowledge In and Of Africa

A S T A N F O R D  H U M A N I T I E S  C E N T E R  
R E S E A R C H  W O R K S H O P

27 JANUARY
12pm – 1 pm PT

Epidemic Illusions: On the Coloniality of Global Public Health A Book Discussion with Eugene Robinson

Eugene T. Richardson - Assistant Professor of Global Health and Social Medicine, Harvard Medical School
cosponsored by the Department of Anthropology, Stanford Center for Innovation in Global Health

17 FEBRUARY
12pm – 1 pm PT

I Was Still Black When He Gave Me 200k: Transnational Frictions, Class, & the Tech Entrepreneurial Life

Seyram Avle - Assistant Professor of Global Digital Media in the Department of Communication at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst
cosponsored by Stanford PACS

10 MARCH
4pm – 5pm PT

Consent on the Continent: Bio Banking and African Genomic Wealth

Duana Fullwiley - Associate Professor of Anthropology, Stanford University
cosponsored by STS Race in Science Series

RSVP REQUIRED FOR ALL EVENTS

FOR REGISTRATION INFORMATION VISIT STANFORD.IO/3K5LTGJ